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• Existing Unsupervised Model Adaptation (UMA) methods adopt offline self-

training (OST) but it requires expert intervention.

• Online self-training (ONST) avoids the drawback of OST by online co-evolving 

pseudo-labels, showing potential in unsupervised domain adaptation (UDA) 

with accessing source data.

Figure. The dashed line is the ONST methods of 
UDA, and the solid line is the UMA methods.

Ø ONST is more competitive than 
existing UMA methods;

Ø ! But ONST methods suffer from 
impaired  and 

 in UMA. 
p We explore for the poor stability and 

adaptability of ONST in UMA: (1) the inopportune 
update of the teacher model; (2) the bias towards 
minority classes .

p For (1), we propose a Dynamic Teacher Update 
mechanism, which  dynamically 

.

p For (2), we propose a Training-Consistency based 
Resampling strategy, which adaptively 

and resampling.
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• Unsupervised domain adaptation (UDA) in semantic segmentation transfers the knowledge of the source domain to 

the target one to improve the adaptability of the segmentation model in the target domain.

• However, the need to access labeled source data makes UDA unable to handle adaptation scenarios involving privacy, 

property rights protection, and confidentiality.

• The setting of Unsupervised Model Adaptation (UMA) is proposed, aiming to adapt the source-trained model to the 

unlabeled target domain without using source domain data.
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• Existing UMA methods adopt offline self-training (OST) that iteratively updates the pseudo-labels to retrain the 

models but it requires expert intervention.

• Online self-training (ONST) avoids the drawback of OST by online co-evolving pseudo-labels, showing potential in 

unsupervised domain adaptation (UDA) with accessing source data.

Ø ONST is more competitive than 

existing UMA methods;

Ø ! But ONST methods suffer from 

impaired stability and adaptability 

in UMA. 

Figure 1. The dashed line is the ONST methods of UDA, and 
the solid line is the UMA methods.





• To  apply ONST to UMA, we explore  for the poor stability and adaptability of ONST in UMA:

Ø (1) the inopportune update of the teacher model; 

Ø (2) the bias towards minority classes in the source-trained model.

ü For (1), we propose a Dynamic Teacher Update mechanism, which dynamically controls the update interval of the 

teacher model.

ü For (2), we propose a Training-Consistency based Resampling strategy, which adaptively estimates the biased classes 

and resampling.

Figure 2.  Schematics of different online self-training methods.

• In Fig.2 b and Fig.2 c, � 
denotes a fixed update 
interval;

• In Fig.2 d, � denotes a 
dynamic update interval.



• Symbol definition:

Ø Let ��� =   ���, ���   be the labeled source domain data, ��� =  ���
�  �=�

�  be the unlabeled target domain data; 

Ø The ��� and ��� share � categories;

Ø Let � and � be the source-trained segmentation model and its parameters.

• Online Self-training (ONST) in UDA:

Ø Generally, in ONST, given a student model ���� and an online updated teacher model ����. For ����, two losses 

are used for supervision:

on source domain →  ��� = � ���, ��� ,

on target domain →  ��� = � ����
��  � ���  , ����

��−� � ���   ,

��� is the model with parameters ��, � is the update interval of ����, � is the number of iterations.

Ø For ����,  its parameters are the ����’s momentum-updated version:

�� =  � − � �� + ���−�,

� is the update weights.



• The gain rate of the student model over historical samples is positively correlated with stable co-evolution.

Ø gain rate (GR):  �
�
 �

� � � ����
��−� ����  ,  � ����

��  ����   , � ∙  is a comparison function, � ∙  is a evaluation function.

Ø IEGR: � ∙  is ; SNDGR: � ∙  is .

• So � ∙  can measure whether the student model is evolved to dynamically control update interval �.

Figure 3. Training curves using different teacher update intervals. 



• Online average class score is calculated from the output probability of the teacher model: 

����
� = �

��
 �,� ��,�,�

� ,

�� is the probability map generated by the ����
�� . The low-confidence classes in ��� are considered to be minorities. 

• We then use ��� to determine the sampling rate for �-th class: 

                                                                                         ��� = ��������� � − ���� .

• We regard the prediction consistency of as reliability to build reliable candidates for copy-paste resampling:

���� = ���  ℵ  ����
��−� ���

�   , ℵ  ����
��  ���

�    .

Ø For each class �, we sort target images according to ����, and take the samples from the top � as the reliable 

candidates. 

�� of the biased classes is larger!





• We use pre-trained models from two simulation datasets GTA5 and SYNTHIA, and adapt them to real scenes Cityscapes 

and BDD-100k datasets.

Table 1. Experimental results for GTA5 → Cityscapes.

Table 3. Experimental results for GTA5 → BDD-100k.

Table 2. Experimental results for SYNTHIA → Cityscapes.

Figure 4. Visualization of output from the teacher model for different iterations.



Table 4. We report mIoU scores (%) (val) using two source-
trained models on GTA5 → Cityscapes task Under UMA setting. 
TCR-Prob denotes a strong copy-paste baseline using softmax 
entropy as reliability metrics.

Original source-trained model Domain generalization model

Different pre-trained models

Figure 5. The mIoU score curve (val) of adding DTU and TCR.

Table 5. The mIoU (%) score 
on GTA5 → Cityscapes (val) 
with varying �% and � using 
domain generalization model.

Table 6. The mIoU 
scores (%) with varying 
� on different tasks. Figure 6. Visualization of the adaptation results from single-domain to mixed-domain, 

including rainy, snowy and cloudy scenes (i.e. GTA5 → BDD-100K).




